
Grafted Grevilleas that may be available for sale  – see Open Day plant lists to see if these are available . Plant 
lists are posted one week prior to Open Days. Most of these are hard to source in nurseries 
Grevilleas are usually grafted to provide plants that are more robust to a variety of conditions. Grevilleas from 
Western Australia or the Northern Territory, for example usually need to be grafted to survive in our heavier soils 
and increased humidity. Others are grafted because they are difficult to propagate by cuttings. Grevillea robusta is 
the usual understock for grafts, but at the Park we also use Carrington Cross, Bronze Rambler and barklyana 
hybrid.  
Abracadabra This is a cross between G georgiana and G insignis, 

with the flowers more like georgiana. It flowers for 
several months beginning in Spring 
Hard to source 

 
 

Alex Pink More red than pink, this is a low growing grevillea that 
will spread a couple of metres. Its chief flowering 
period is from late summer through to autumn. 
Flowers are quite brilliant 
Hard to source 

 
 

Amber Blaze Ferny foliage and large orange flowers mainly in 
Autumn through to Spring. Highly bird attracting. Will 
spread 1-2 metres. Great on a standard 
Hard to source 
 

 
 

aurea A Northern Territory Grevillea that likes a hot spot in 
the garden. It flowers well in Sydney and tends to 
grow about 2 metre in cultivation. New growth has a 
red tinge. Coppery coloured  buds open to golden 
yellow. 
Hard to source 

 
 



banyabba A NSW species which has lovely red and lime green 
flowers on the ends of branches. It will take a semi 
shaded position but in full sun it will flower better. 
Expect the plant to grow to a metre or so high. Bird 
attracting 
Hard to source 

 
 

Big Foot A mounding Grevillea with massive red flowers for 
most of the year. Great as a standard plant 

 
 

Billy Bonkers One of the most sought after Grevilleas on our open 
days . It grows only about a metre high but will spread 
about 2 metres. Always has plenty of metallic pink 
flowers on it 

 
 

bipinnatifida The parent of the famous Robyn Gordon and many 
other cultivars. It is a low growing plant with 
spectacular racemes that hang off the branches like 
grapes. We tend to sell the form with red/orange 
flowers. We find it does best away from the humidity 
of the coast although there are some good specimens 
in coastal gardens. 
Hard to source 

 
 

Bluey A plant from the garden of Brian Weir (Vic). This plant 
forms a dense ground cover that spreads 2-3 metres. 
It has bright red toothbrush flowers which put on a 
truly spectacular display when in full bloom. 
Also great as a standard 
Hard to source 

 
 



Bonfire Grows to 2.5 metres and has dark green fern like 
leaves and clusters of red spidery flowers. Likes a 
prune after flowering 

 
 

Bulli Envy A plant from the Park that has flowers reminiscent of 
G formosa. Usually sold as a standard but makes a 
great groundcover. Flowers begin a deep green and 
open to yellow – very impressive 
Only available at the Park 

 
 

Bush Lemons For many the very best of the yellow flowering 
Grevilleas, again from Richard Tomkin. We keep the 
plants in the Park to about 2 x 2. Bush Lemons will 
flowers throughout the year. 

 
 

Candelabra Comes in a white or pink form. This is useful because 
of its narrow habit. Beautiful free flowering banksi 
type flowers 

 
 

Carrington 
Cross 

This is a hybrid of G rivularis and has flowers that are a 
beautiful  mauve. It is a plant with stiff upright growth 
to about 2 metres or less 
Hard to source 

 
 



commutata A highly desirable WA Grevillea usually about 2 metres 
high. It has green buds that open to pink and white 
flowers which are grouped on the ends of branches. 
The stamens keep the green tip. The narrow leaves 
have are silver underneath and most noticeable on a 
breezy day. 
Hard to source 

 
 

Cooroora 
Cascade 

A fast growing groundcover with large golden flowers 
during summer and autumn. This is a golden Lyre 
hybrid 

 
 

crithmifolia Either a small shrub or a groundcover. It has either 
white of pink flowers and has a dense habit. It is a one 
of the outstanding perfumed grevilleas and requires 
little maintenance. 
Hard to source 

 
 

Crowning 
Glory/Lassiter’s 
Gold 

A spreading groundcover to 3 metres. A prolific 
flowerer especially in autumn. Flowers are large and 
golden. A great plant as a standard  

 
 



dielsiana One of the loveliest Grevillea flowers. We usually graft 
the red form but the orange yellow form is also 
desireable. It is prickly but is highly bird attracting. 
Flowers begin in autumn and often continue well into 
Spring  
Hard to source 

 
 

Droopy 
Drawers 

Flowers appear on the end of weeping branches. This 
excellent plant has stiff foliage and is a only small 
shrub 

 
 

Elegance A dense shrub that grows to 3 metres or a bit more, 
but which can be kept smaller by pruning. It flowers 
throughout the year and tolerates frost. We also graft 
the pink coloured variety at the Park. A real stunner 

 
 

elongata This WA Grevillea can spread a couple of metres and 
about 1.5 metres high. It is quite a robust plant that 
has red stems and which produces tons of white  
flowers that cover the bush and make a real statement 

 
 

exul One of the few species from New Caledonia. We graft 
2 forms, the second has now been reclassified and is 
named rubingosa. It is a small tree but can be kept for 
many years to the size of a shrub. Dark green leaves 
are a great foil for the conspicuous creamy white 
flowers 
Hard to source 

 



 
Flamin Beauty A small plant that grows to just over a metre and few 

meters wide. The flowers at first sight are quite light 
but on closer inspection has flame tones 

 
 

flexuosa Species from WA. A quick growing Grevillea that will 
provide you with a specimen plant within a couple of 
years. It will grow to 3 metres plus, but responds well 
to pruning. Flowers are a bright yellow/cream/white 
and literally cover the bush over several months  

 
 

floripendula This plant from Victoria has quite a dense habit and 
unique flowers. Small holly like leaves provide the 
backdrop for pendulous flowers that hang from 
branches. Take a close look at the flowers and they are 
amazing. 
Hard to source 

 
 

georgiana One of the choicest flowers but unfortunately not 
often available. Grows to about 2 metres. Leaves are a 
bit spikey with reddish new growth 
Hard to source 
 

 
 



Golden Lyre This plant will reach 1.5 -2 metres high and a bit 
wider., but doesn’t mind being pruned. Masses of 
large yellow flowers appear throughout summer 
autumn and winter 

 
 

granulifera One from NSW that  grows to about 1-1.5 metres. The 
foliage is notable for the silver underside of the leaves. 
Flowers are an attractive red and cream which appear 
over a prolonged period. Bird attracting 
Rarely seen in nurseries 

 
 

iaspicula Rare and endangered species from NSW. Olde and 
Marriot describe this plant as “ a charming plant with 
pale green, smooth leaves and prominent cream and 
red flowers displayed for most of the year” 
Hard to source grafted plants 

 
 

infundulibaris From WA has interesting fan shaped leaves that is 
bronze when it first appears. Flowers are a fiery  bright 
red. It is a low sprawling shrub 
Hard to source 

 
 



 insignis  This is another magnificent WA species. Its waxy 
cream/pink flowers are highly stunning and contrast 
well with the grey green holly leaf foliage. It flowers 
over many months New leaves have attractive pink 
tips. It can grow to 3 metres plus by a few metres 
wide. Bird Attracting 
Hard to source 

 
 

intricta This is an excellent bush for small birds because of its 
tangles foliage and beautiful cream flowers. It has 
several other fantastic features including red branches 
and sweet perfumed flowers. It is long lived 

 
 

Ivory Whip A small to  medium spreading shrub which flowers for 
most of the year. Flowers are a unique ivory colour 
and provide a spectacular sight for much of the year 

 
 

johnsonii From Northern NSW. Comes in either orange or red. A 
truly magnificent plan that always draws attention at 
the Park when in flower. It is quick growing and is also 
beautiful when not in flower due to  its long finely 
divided foliage. 
 

 
 

Leah’s Flame  This brilliant new cultivar is a seedling of Wendy 
Sunshine. It is a quick growing, low spreading plant 
with a bright red flowers which are present for most 
of the year. It copes better with the east coast 
humidity  than Wendy Sunshine. It responds well to 
pruning which can be used if a more compact plant is 
desired. Also great as a standard 
Only available at the Grevillea Park 

 
 



leptobotrys A truly beautiful species from WA. We graft this onto 
Carrington Cross . It is a low growing plant that will 
spread to 1- 1.5 metres. New growth is purple/red and 
is a real feature. It prefers full sun and is best planted 
at the front of a garden bed 
Hard to source 

 
 

leucopteris An intriguing plant that holds its flowers on long 
branches which sit above the main foliage. It will 
flower several times a year and is always spectacular. 
Foliage is a beautiful greyish colour, finely divide. The 
shrub will grow to about 2 metres but the flowers 
spikes reach up beyond this 
Hard to source  

 
Lime and Soda Another uniquely coloured hybrid from Richard 

Tomkin. The flowers on this prostrate plant are 
greenish yellow and are best in autumn and winter 

 
 

Lollypops A great smaller tropical Grevillea with bright pink 
flowers in abundance. Very popular 

 
 

Metal Red A new Grevillea with metallic red flowers that appear 
throughout the year. Will reach a 1.5 metres high and 
2 metres wide. Interesting that this is a cross between 
2 groundcovers – Bronze Rambler and banksi 

 
 



Midas Touch A taller Grevillea about 3 metres high and 2.5 wide. It 
has masses of large golden flowers reminiscent of its 
parent G juncifolia 

 
 

nudiflora We graft 2 forms – curly leaf and broad leaf. Both are 
reliable plants that provide an interesting foliage 
contrast. They form a dense ground cover. They also 
look great on a standard. 
 

 
 

Orange WOW One of the new breed of Grevilleas from Richard 
Tomkin. Large stunning iridescent flowers that have to 
be seen to be believed. It is a vigorous spreading plant 
but responds well to pruning if you don’t have the 
space. It only reaches a height of a metre or so but 
can spread several metres 

 

 
 

parvula Attractive grevillea with rusty red new growth and 
orange-red flowers most of the year. Excellent long 
lived bird attractor. Grows 1-1.5 metres high 
Previously known as G. victoriae var. leptoneura 
Not usually available as a grafted plant 

 
 

pateniloba The foliage is probably the outstanding feature of this 
Grevillea - best described as zig zag. This is a tidy bush 
to about 1-1.5 metres. Flowers are quite  a bright red 
and yellow. 
Hard to source 

 
 



pauciflora One for the collector. This will grow 1- 1.5 metres. 
Leaves are an attractive grren/grey and these contrast 
brilliantly with the often many red and yellow flowers 
Hard to source 

 
 

pilosa G pilosa grows to about 1 metre or thereabouts. 
Flowers are deep red and appear on the bush during 
most months of the year. A nice feature are the 
blue/green branches which tend to arch down 
Hard to source 

 
 

plurijuga One of the most asked for plants on our open days. G 
plurijuga is a low growing shrub that can reach up to a 
metre. Long prominent flowers stand upright on the 
bush and are purple/mauve/pink in colour. Foliage is a 
lovely blue green  

 
 

quercifolia A small grower with lovely purple flowers that stand 
up above the main foliage. 
Hard to source 

 
 

Red Passion This plant has deep red banksi type flowers that stand 
upright on the plant. It is quite a compact grower to 
about 2 metres. It always draws comment from 
visitors during the Spring Open Days. At the Park we 
prune in annually in October and this results in 
outstanding flowering the following year. One of the 
best banksi hybrids  
Hard to source 

 



 
Red Ripper From Changers Green Nursery this plant is a real 

beauty. It grows to about 1.5 metres high and wide 
and has magnificent red flowers throughout the year 

 
 

rivularis Quite rare in the wild, this Grevillea is from NSW. It is 
quite low growing but will sprawl over several metres. 
The flowers are an attractive mauve and  cream with 
green tips on the styles  
Hard to source 

 
 

Robert’s Ripper A plant from the garden of Robert Brown (Vic). A plant 
that will reach about a metre by a metre and a half. It 
has highly desireable purple/pink toothbrush flowers 
that have grren tips on the stamens. It likes full sun. It 
is prickly but worth the space in your garden.  
Hard to source  
 

 
 

Royal Mantle 
Standard 

Still the best ground cover on a stick, with its dense 
habit and lovely red flowers 

 
 



rudis A small growing plant with unusual hairy leaves. 
Flowers are displayed on branches that sit above the 
main foliage. It flowers over many months 
Hard to source 

 
 

Scarlett King This has tight  dense silver grey foliage and masses of 
vivid red toothbrush flowers. The plant will grow to 
about 1 metre high and a few metres wide 

 
 

scortechini One of the black flowered Grevilleas that is rare and 
endangered. Low growing and a real talking point 
Hard to source 

 
 

sheresii This is a rare plant that advantage of taking  a degree 
of shade. The flowers are greenish blue 
Hard to source 

 
 

Silver Sulfa Another from Richard Tomkin. Free flowering mainly 
during summer and autumn, it will grown 2m x 2m. 
Flowers are massive 

 
 



stenemora Beautiful fine silver/grey foliage coupled with 
pink/orange flowers that hang from branches make 
this an impressive grevillea. Will grow in the 1.5 high 
metre range 
Hard to source 

 
 

subtiliflora This beautiful grevillea is not often seen outside the 
Grevillea Park. It grows to about 2.5 metres and is a 
sight to behold when in full bloom. The flowers are 
white and  hang from branches and are delicately 
perfumed 
Hard to source 

 
 

superba Flowers similar to pluriguga. An upright plant with 
lovely long mauve/ pink/cream flowers 
Hard to source 

 
 

synapheae A popular dense small growing grevillea that is 
covered with flowers in spring. One to be planted in 
the front of a garden or rockery  

 
 

synapheae 
subsp minyulo 

Flowers similar to synapheae subsp synapheae but the 
habit  and foliage is more open and sprawling 
Hard to source 

 
 



tenuiloba This is a brilliant plant. It’s a spreading shrub with 
bright orange toothbrush flowers throughout Spring 
and into summer. A great rockery plant or better still 
try to find one on a standard 
Hard to source 

 
 

tetragonaloba This is a lovely grevillea with  dense fine foliage and 
red flowers. Bird attracting. Great as either a specimen 
or hedging plant. 
Hard to source 

 
 

trachytheca This Grevillea has creamy white flowers mainly in 
Spring and summer. The flowers are scented  and the 
foliage is attractive . 
Hard to source 

 
 

venusta This is a larger growing Grevillea. In the garden it will 
grow to 3 plus metres but can be pruned to keep it 
smaller. It has one of the most uniquely coloured 
flowers. The combination of orange red green and 
black stamens is superb 

 
 



vestita We graft the superior and harder to source pink 
flowered vestita at the Park. The foliage is a beautiful 
grey and the flowers scented.  
Hard to source 

 
 

Wendy’s 
Sunshine 

A small growing plant with divided grey foliage and 
vivid red flowers that appear on the ends of branches 
throughout the year 

 
wickhamii A tall growing Grevillea from the Kimberly region. It 

need a hot spot in the garden and will reward you 
with bright red flowers that hang conspicuously from 
the branches and light up the garden. 
Hard to source 

 
 

wilkonsoni A rare and endangered Grevillea from NSW. It is a neat 
bush that only grows to 1.5 metres and has beautiful 
mauve flowers 
Hard to source 

 
 

 


